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Private Investigations: Legal Constraints in Conducting Surveillance
Harassment, Trespass and lnvasion of Privacy
by Barbara W Thompson
First, some housekeeping. The ideas expressed in this article are not intended to be legal
advice that could apply in any-particular jurisdiction, claim or lawsuit. lf you find yourself in a position in
which you are accused of harassment, trespass or invasion of privacy, contactvour attomey.
This brief article does not pretend to adequately cover allthe possible interpretations of the law,
both civil and criminal, with respect to investigative harassment, trespass, and invasion ol privacy. lt is

assumed that the reader is familiar with the Federal and Pennsylvania laws governing investigators'
criminal conduct.l This artible deals with a few fact patterns that have generated civil litigation against
investigators who have conducted actionable surueillance.

The General Rule

Starting Up and Expanding
Your Business

There is no arcane lore related to the proper conduct of private investigative activities. The overall
principle applied in civil litigation is that what the investigator does must not cause a "reasonable person"
to find his2 activities highly objectionable. Put yoursell in your subject's shoes (not your client's shoes) and
decide whether you would consider your investigative conduct offensive.
Courts generally recognize a cause of action for invasion of privacy. "One who intentionally intrudes,
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physically or othenruise, upon the solitude or seclusion of another in his private affairs or concerns, is
subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if the intrusion would be highly offensive to a
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The invasion may be by physical intrusion into a place in which the subject has a reasonable
expectation of privacy, such as his home. lt may also be by the use of the senses to oversee or overhear
the subject's private affairs, as in listening to his conversations, examining his private bank account, or
using forged documents to compel the subject the subject to allow inspection of his personal documents.a
There is no liability for inkusion unless the interference with the subject's seclusion is substantial
and would be highly offensive to the ordinary reasonable man. Thus, there is no liability for knocking at
the subject's door, or calling him on the telephone once or twice. Only when the telephone calls are
repeated with such persistence and frequency as to amount to "hounding," are they considered an
invasion of his privacy.s
Courts have stated that a reasonable investigation is one that is conducted within the limits of
decency, is unobtrusive, is limited and calculated to obtain only that information required for the defense
or prosecution of the particular case, occurs over a reasonable period ol time (several days rather than
months), is conducted in public and generally is non-offensive to persons of ordinary sensibilities,6
Generally, if the investigator conducts his surueillance in a public place and from a public vantage point in
which any passerby could have made the same observation, then his conduct should be considered
"reasonable."
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Licensed investigators have no specialdispensation to engage in unreasonable intrusion simply by
nature of the fact that they are licensed. The standard is whether the intrusive behavior would be "highly
offensive to a reasonable person."

Sun,eillance

Trespass
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reasonable person."3
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The general rule with regard to trespass in surveillance is don't do it. The investigator should not
enter the subjecils property to get a better vantage point to videotape him. However, if he absolutely
must, be sure that the subject does. not know he is being videotaped, and that the activities he is
observing could also have been seen by neighbors or passersby.T On the other hand, hiding in an
abandoned house near the subject's home but not physically on his property, and using high-powered
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binoculars to videotape the subject's family moving about inside their home is considered unreasonable.8
Remember that a trespass is still considered a violation of the law regardless of whether the surveillance
is found unreasonable and unlaMul as invading the subject's privacy.s

Pretexting
There are some general rules regarding pretexting. Never perform pretext interuiews on represented
Continued on page 4

Presid,ent's Message
Dear Members;
It seems that each time I sit donrr to write to the members, a crisis is upon us. As I started writing this letter, at the end of July, the PA
miners were still trapped and tense moments were obvious. Finally, we have had some very good news in a crisis and were blessed with
the miners' lives being spared. What an outstanding job by the rescuers!
One of the most important matters since we communicated last has been the Fair Credit Reporting Act and the problems it presents for
us in corporate investigations. Hopefully you have been able, by now, to send your congressrnan a letter and,/or call them to let them know
how bad the FTC interpretation was and how FCRA needs fixed. Currently, employers who retain us to conduct inquiries into employee's
unlawful acts, subject themselves to the current interpretation and must provide notice before initiafing an investigation. Also, the
employer must give, upon request, the nature and scope of the investigation. They may even have to obtain the employees written
permission. Sound ridiculous? As bad as it sounds we must abide by the FTC ruling and hope that Congress passes the revisions to the

Act

soon.

Our web page, which has not been up to our standards, is being worked on as you read this and hopefully is near completion within
this month. The members have asked for certain criteria which we will have when the site is completed. Thank you for your patience on
this matter. We were utilizing the good fortune of a member and keeping the cost to "0", but because of time constraints we had to go to
the outside for assistance and obviously pay the price.
Best wishes to you!
Bob Meinert

IN MEMORY
of
FRANCIS X, (Frank) BRADSHAW
08-28- 1 938 - 07 -14-2002
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0n July 14,2002, our friend, Frank Bradshaw was called to his maker. Frank was a
Charter Member of PALI. He also served as our organization's first treasurer,
Frank was the founder, president and investigator of Bradshaw lnvestigative and
Security Consultants which he ran for the past thifieen years. He was a Certified
Fraud Examiner.
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Prior to starting his lnvestigative firm, Frank was employed by the FBl. He served
with the Bureau for twenty-three years. Belore his retirement from the Bureau he
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served as a Special Agent and Supervisor. Upon his retirement he received numerous

Congressional recognitions for his years of service. Frank was also a veteran ol the
U.S. Marine Corps.
Frank was a sincere gentleman. His compassion for mankind will always be remembered. He was active with the Knights ol Columbus, a member of the Holy Name
Society, Friendly Sons of St. Patrick and the Donegal Society. He was involved with
the Kiwanis Association, a former Sport's Association President and a Little League
baseball coach.
Frank Bradshaw' legacy ol kindness, sincerety, unselfness and compassion will
continue to live in the hearts of all of us who had the pleasure of knowing him. Frank
will be greatly missed by us all.
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Relief From Fair Credit Reporting Act Slipping Away
By James J. West, Esquire

'

We are allaware of the Draconian interpretations thatthe FederalTrade Commission (FTC) has puton the Fair
Credit Report Act (FCRA) that chill, if not totally destroy, the ability of private investigators to conduct effective internal

corporate investigations involving sexual harassment, racial discrimination, ecurities fraud, fraudulent accounting
practices, and other matters of high interest to the entire general public and law enforcement community. The FTC's
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interpretations in the area of prior notice of an investigation, access to the ultimate investigative report, and the disclosure

of all information (including confidential sources) would cause anybody about to conduct an investigation into employee
misconduct to hesitate, if not stop dead in theirtracks,

lronically,theseflawsintheFCRAwererecognizednotonlybyCongressbutbytheFTCitself

back inMayof 2000

when HR-3408 proposed by Congressman Sessions would have amended the FCRA to eliminate these roadblocks and

improve the ability of private investigators to conduct employee misconduct inquiries. This proposed billwould have
added corporate misconduct investigations to the existing statutory list of items that are not encompassed within the meaning of the term "consumer report"

as used in the FCRA. I recently checked with Howard Shapiro who is with the Office of Public Affairs at the FTC as well as Claudia Simmons who was
involved in the FTC's favorable response to amending the statute and was inlormed that this legislation died in the 2000 session and that it would have to
be reintroduced. This was conf irmed by Evon Liang, the staffer in Congressman Session's off ice responsible for the legislation.
Accordingly,thepromisedlegislativerelieffromtheFCRAispresentlytotallyofftheradarscope. NotwithstandingthefactthattheFTCitself recognizes
that such relief is desirable and necessaryto allow for effective investigations of coiporate employee misconduct.
PALI's President, Bob Meinert, has provided me with acopyof a recent Opinion captioned Salazarv. Golden StateWanio1l24 F.Supp.2d 1155 (N.D.
Calif . 2000) in which the District Court created a limited exception to the FCRA lor surveillance video tape indicating that it fell within the 'lransaction and
experience" exception in the consumer report definition of the FCRA. ln other words,'the court held that surveillance video tape was a first hand contact

betweentheemployeeandtheinvestigatorand,therefore,notcoveredbytheAct. Unfortunately,thisstilldoesn'tchangetheFTC'spriorinterpretationsthat
gathering information from the courthouse or from third party sources and putting it in a report is covered by the Act and, accordingly, the Sa/azarcase
provides only limited relief in the case of video surveillance.
Bob Meinert informs me that he sent out through the Yahoo PALI Group a notice and a proposed letter to your legislator dealing with reform ol the
FCRA. Thisisthebestwaytoaddresstheissuefornow. ThefactthattheFTCitself recognizesthatthepresentinterpretationoftheFCRAisflawedshould
bea"nobraine/'forCongressinrealizingthatconectivelegislationisdirelyneeded. Moreover,therecentspatofcorporatecorruptionatthehighestlevels
should reinforce the factthat corporate officials need the abilityto investigate their employees withouttelling them thatthe investigation is going to startand
without turning over to them the investigative report with all its confidential sources identified -- actions which could clearly compromise subsequent
investigations by law enforcement authorities. I would strongly recommend that every PALI member that has an interest in seeing the FCRA corrected,
obtain a copy of the form letter, individualize it to express their own opinions, and send it to your Congressman and Senators. lf any member wants to have
copies of the FTC press release indicating thatthey agree that the FCRA should be amended or a copy
office and they will be provided by either regular mailor electronic mail.

otlhe SalazarOpinion, they can simply contact my

An easy way to contact your elected otficials on the FCRA and other vital issues.
mAny PALI memberwishing to contacttheir elected officialsonthe FCRAorothervitalissues, can gotothewebsite designated http://www.congress.org/

andonthehomepageaboxwillappearwhereyouenteryourzipcode.

FromthereyouwillgotoapagewhichwillidentifyyourSenatorsandCongressman

and allow you to e-mail your opinions to them by simply clicking on the e-mail designation under their pictures and names. A short note to thern about the
impact of the Fair Credit Reporting Act interpretation on your business as well as the impact on the ability of corporations to police themselves could help
ensure that if legislation similar to HR3408 is reintroduced

it

will receive the support it needs for passage.

David Law
December 20, 1965 to July 26,2002

David Law, beloved Husband of PALI member, Eiteen Law, died in her arms at home on Juty 26th after
nearly a two year battle with cancer. He was 36.
David had worked at the Chester County Court House for ten years, and was a Counselor for Children,
Youth & Family Services. He and Eileen would have celebrated ten years of marriage on August 30ih. He was
looking forward to theirtrip to the Super Conference in New Orleans this month, but had to cancel two weeks
ago because of his failing health.
Over 300 people attended the Memorial Service in Kennett Square. David was also part of the ClA, lnc.
team. Everyone who knew him always said one thing: he was truly fhe kindest person they had ever met.
One of the speakers said of David, "God surely must have needed another Angel in Heaven..." He wil! be
sadly missed by allwho knew him...
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known to the subject, or members of actualorganizations. Never impersonate police, fire, clergy, or
any other position protected by law, and always perform investigations keeping in mind the need for
good faith and fair dealing.
ctaimants or individuats wiirr

George Allen
US Army

St. Moritz Security, Inc.

There is little case law as to when pretext interviews may be appropriate. Bad faith, however,
implies some type of fraud, misleading or deception of the subject, a neglect or refusal to fulfill a duty
or obligation, or intentional wrongful conduct,

32 N. FourmileRun Rd.,Austinville OH 44515

lnsurance lnvestigation

Marcie L. Callahan

The latitude given a private investigator in conducting an investigation is partly a function of the
nature of the investigation. Courts have established that an investigator conducting an investigation
with a high degree of "social utility," as an insurance claims investigation, will be given greater freedom

4220 Ridge View Rd., Harrisburg ,PA 17112

Joseph Bonacci

Little Knoll Circle
Collegeville, PA19426
James Cauley Jr.
8

Cauley Detective Agency
577'7 BaumBlvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15206

allegations will be investigated and thereby has given implied consent to the investigation.
lf the detective conducts the investigation in an offensive, objectionable, or unreasonable

DavidEberts
Eberts Investigations & Consulting
PO Box 15, Loysville, PA 17047

manner, both he and his insurance company client could be liable for invasion of privacy, intentional
infliction of emotional distress, or trespass. This depends on the relationship the investigator has with

David Eberts, Jr.
Eberts Investigations & Consulting
PO Box 15, Loysville, PA17047

his client: whether the investigator is an employee or subcontractor. Also, investigators working for
attorneys should know that surveillance tapes are generally not considered attorney work product and
may not be given any protection under this doctrine.l0

E.ThomasFry
Fry Investigations, Inc.
528 W. Cumberland Rd., Enola, PA 17025

SeanL.Hall
Focus Investigative
300 S. Progress Ave. Harrisburg, PA 17109

MaryHostert
Allegheny Energy
800 Cabin Hill Dr., Greensburg, PA 15601

GeorgeHribick
PPL
551 Delp Rd., Lancaster, PA 17601-3034

Samuel

in his investigative activities, since it is in the best interests of society that personal injury claims be valid
and that fraudulent claims be exposed. Further, the claimant, by placing the claim, knows that his

Jeffries,III

J3 Investigations
PO Box I 67, Scranton, PA 1 850 I

lf the investigator conducts an investigation in a malicious manner that is not limited to
obtaining information needed for analyzing or defending a claim, or deliberately conducts an investigation
so as to intentionally torment or frighten the subject of the investigation, the investigator may be liable
for wrongful intrusion. The investigator should not use fraudulent means to obtain information, harass,
intimidate or frighten the subject.ll Stay away from the purely private afiairs of the subject that could not
be readily ascertained by the causal observer. Do not conduct obtrusive surveillance designed to make
the claimant and the public aware of the surveillance ("rough shadowing"). And by all means, be very

aware of the federal and state wiretapping and tape recording laws! Pennsylvania requires the
consent of all parties to the conversation before a recording may be made.12
ln 1963, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled that il the investigative activity occurs in a
public place, then there is no reasonable expectation of privacy.13 Also, the offensive conduct must be

LawrenceLikar

"substantial" in order for it to be actionable.la Courts have found the following activities to be
unreasonable: peeping, snooping, shadowing, tailing and eavesdropping.

Steel Cate Security & Investigations
10150 Grubbs Rd., Wexford, PA 15090

An unreasonable surueillance was found where the surveillance was conducted over a six
month period during both day and night; involved shadowing on public streets; peeping in the plaintiff's

Patricia Ross
National City Bank of PA
10150 Grubbs Road, Wexford, PA 15090

Thomas Schultz
Allegheny Energy
800 Cabin Hill Dr., Greensburg, PA1560l
DarrylZdanavage

PPL
4001 Sawmill Rd., Bloomsburg, PA I 781

windows; eavesdropping on conversations; coming to the plaintiff's door pretending to be someone
else;trespassing on the plaintiff's property; and continuing after reasonable requests were made for
the surveillance to be stopped.ls
ln another case, the investigator deceitfully befriended and willfully enticed the plaintiff to
conduct herself in a manner beyond her physicalcapabilities ("duping the subject"). The investigator
invited the plaintiff to an amusement park, where his accomplice filmed her engaging in physical
activities that further injured her existing conditions.l6 The Court reasoned that this was analogous to

5

Richard Shinholt
2050 New Centerville Rd.,
Somerset, PA 15501

LisaA. Stahl
401 tockeam Court, Greensburg, PA 1 5601

ChristopherJ.Finley
FinleyConsulting & Investigations
4885-4 McKnight Rd., #300,
Pittsburgh, PA15237

an entrapment defense in a criminal case in that, but for the deliberate, deceitful actions of the
investigator, the subject's behavior would not have occurred. This particular activity has been ruled by
some courts to be so beyond reasonability as to subject the investigators to damages for inkusive and
willful conduct. 17
A similar activity, called "roping," involves a setup designed to encourage the subject to
engage in physlcal activity. The subject, out of work because of a physical injury is offered temporary
work such as garden maintenance. The work is done at a location where the subject's physical activities
can be photographed over a two or three day period. This technique, which includes deception and

Hidden ValleyResort
One Craighead Dr., Hidden Valley, PA 15502

misrepresentation, has resulted in a finding of "unreasonable investigation."
Courts frown on aggravating the subject into a "statement of activity." The investigato(s)
deliberately deflate the subject's tires by either slashing, puncturing or letting the air out, then conceal

RichardW.Jeffries

themselves and film the subject performing the strenuous activity of changing the tire. This opens the

DanielW.Hiflan

Forensic Scientifi c Investigations
POBox 7604, Lancaster, PA I7604

investigator up to liability for trespass, vandalism, and property damage.lsAsimilar technique

is to

throw

a sticky substance on the subject's wlndshield, and then film the subject cleaning it off, demonstrating his

The common law as

it relates to surueillance,

trespass, and invasion of privacy

in the

insurance

Continued on page 5
4

Private lnvestigations: Legal Constraint
Continued from page 4
physical capabilities.le Or, the investigator obstructs the driveway, porch or other area at the subject's home, in a place where it must be removed
immediately in order to access the house. The investigator films the subject's physical activity while removing the object.m

Conclusion
The common law as it relates to surveillance, trespass, and invasion of privacy in the insurance context allows broader restrictions on
investigators than when they are working in other situations. But regardless of the circumstances, the
investigator should not be liable if he follows the above recommendations.
Courts have stated that surveillance must be performed in a reasonable manner. There must be an established need for surveillance based
on the issues in the case. The right of privacy should be annulled only upon a showing of practical need within the parameters of the nature of

the investigation. To avoid an action for invasion of privacy:

'1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Do not enter onto the subject's property.
Refrain f rom photographs or videos of the subject in a home, apartment or other building where privacy is expected. Photographs or video of
the subject outside in the yard or in public areas are acceptable.
Do not record private discussions, even those that occur in public places, since one can have a private discussion in a public place.
Do not follow the subject into a docto/s office or hospital or any place of worship. Such places may give rise to evidentiary privilege.
lf you have to think twice about whether the surveillance

would be offensive, lhen avoid it. While the surveillance may not rise to the level of an

invasion of privacy, it could engender contempt on the part of the jury and damage the underlying case.

Barbara W. Thompson is a former attorney, and currently a partnel in The Worldwide lnvestigative Network, L.L.C., and the Director ol
its Research & Analysis Division. For more information please visit the website at www.twinllc.com.
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fnsurance Coverage
My name is Robert (Bob) Yergey and I work with Yergey Insurance Agency, Inc. out of Manassas, VA. Since 1989, our agency has
specialized in providing insurance coverages for firms that operate in the Private Investigative and Security industries. This arlicle is the
first of a series of articles that should help to offer some insight to your membership regarding the various facets of insurance as it relates
to your day-to-day operalions.
If your firm has renewed any insurance coverage over the last twelve months, you no doubt have experienced a change in your
program or possibly a rate increase. There are many factors that have caused this change, but a couple of those factors carry the most
weight. These major factors include a signihcantly growing loss rate, higher exposures due to the many of the terrorist and financial events
of the last twelve months, and the unwillingness of reinsurance companies to allorv carriers to offer certain types of insurance. Most
general liability and erors and omissions policies in all industries have seen 20-50% or even higher rate increases as companies fry to keep
up with huge losses and extremely sub-par investment and underwriting results.
With all this in mind, insurance protections are certainly still available and in most cases the price is not unbearable. The Private
Investigation side market has many piayers even with the situation and mrnimum premiunts run as low as $750-$800 in some cases. The
security industry has seen its share of higher premiums and loss of coverage, but markets are still willing to consider new business that
does not have large claim history.
For this first article I would like to concentrate on the general principles of the insurance policies available and what to look for when
you are searching for a new contract. The areas include limits of liabiliry deductibles. claims-made versus occurrence forms, and
exclusions. While many other factors are involved, these areas seem to receive the most attention.
Limits. How much is enough? Darn good question. If only we knerv... Your limrts of liability are essentially the amount of money
available for seuling a claim. Most clients choose to ask that you cany $ 1,000.000 per occurence limrts. This is relatively standard in most
industries. Higher limits are available and are usually not overly costly. We feel that clients askin_q for in excess of $2,000,000 per
occurrence are being overly aggressive. The exception to this is in the case of high securify guard or access situations.
Insurance policies rvil1 include language that detenrrines whether the limit of liability includes defense costs or that defense costs are
covered outside the limit of liability. This is an important distinction. This determines whether you have a million dollars of coverage or a
million dollars of coverage minus whatever defense costs are produced by your claim settlement. In ser.ere cases, defense costs can eat
up to % or % of your total available limit of liability. This significantly reduces your protections.
Deductibles. First dollar or high deductible ? Deductible levels car.r have a large impact on your premium dollars paid. By simply
accepting a deductible of $1,000 versus $500 you can reduce your premiumby up to a possible 10%o or more! Since the deductible only
applies rvhen a claim is filed, most firms can save this 107o for many years without having to pay out the additional $500 of claim expense.
Deductibles in the $2,500 to $-5,000 range are more contnon these days and can certainly produce some savings for each year's premium.
A second item to mention about deductibles is that most include claim expenses. Even if you win your court case and the company
pays no ioss, you ivill still be asked to pay the claim expense up to your deductible level.
Clainx-N{ade versus Occurrence Form. Which is better? In most cases, neither. The coverages, limits, deductibles, and defense on
either policy should not be any different if the policy language is the same. The key here is x,hcn the claim is reported. Under an occurrence
fbrm policy it does not matter when a claim is reported as long as the claim occurred dunng the policy term and coverage was in force at the
time the loss occurred. This of course is subject to statute of limitations and policy specrfic issues, but that applies to both types of
policies. Under a claims-made forrn of coverage, a policy that extends coverage back to the date of loss ntust be in force at the time the claim
rs reported. Again, the loss must have occurred during the time of coverage.
Due to this difference, a claims-made policyholder must be au,are of their options upon cancellatron of their policy. There are four
major options at that time. First, the insurance company can offer a no charge extension of the claims reporting period to the insured. This
is very rare and ustiaily only available fbr long-time policyliolders. Second, the insurance company can offer this extension at a one-time
premium cost to the insured. This is the most common avenue for those that are not moving on to a new,policy. The charge ranges from
100-200'lo ofthe fina1 year prenrium and lvili extend the period that claims can be reported and covered for losses that occurred during the
poiicy period by anyrvhere from 1 2 months up to forever. Third, the rnsured can purchase a new policy from another carrier that offers to
extend their policy back over the period of coverage from the previous carrier. This retroactive coverage thereby puts the new carrier on
the hook for all claims reporting dr.rring their policy tenn inch-rding claims that occurred during the previous carriers' policy tems. The last
option is to not extend the policy reporting period and essentially all coverage will disappear and not apply to any claims reported after the
policy expiration.
Exclusions. What's not covered? Therein lies a question that cannot ahvays be answered in full. It is important that upon entering
a ne-'v policy agreemellt that you are aware of a1l of the exclusions on a policy. Most exclusion is standard, such as pollution or terrorism
or lead paint claims. Others hit closer to home and include specific exclusions that might be very close in nature to your activities or
anticipated activities. A policy might include co\rerage for undercover sun'eillance but exclude matters relating to shoplifting in a retail
store during business hours. A second example tvould be a policy that includes guard coverage for apartment complexes but excludes low
income or subsidized housing areas. These need to read carefully and understood to avoid claims that might involve any exclusion on your
confract.
Obviously, there are more items to consider when selecting a policy f,or your firm. In fufure articles I rvill coverage these facets and
any topics that are imporlant to your firm. Should you rvish to suggest a topic for an article or discuss any issues in this article, please
contact me at bob@)zergeyins.com or call me at E00-683-1226.
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Sting Operations Continuing
By James J. West, Esquire
The FederalTrade Commission (FTC) has been running a sting operation focused on private investigators
who may be
violating the Anti-Pretexting Provisions of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act which forbid using false pretenses,
filse statements or
impersonation to obtain consumer confidential information such as bank balances.
To date, the target of these FTC sting operations have'been private investigative services
that maintained websites that
advertised thatthey could obtain non-public, confidential, financial information forfees ranging from
$1OOto $OOO dependi;;;,
the information sought. ln implementing this "sting" operation, the FTC would establish dummy
bank accounts in the names of
cooperating witnesses and then contact the advertising private investigative agency themselves using pretexting,
i.e., indicating
that they wanted to obtain financial information concerning a "fianc6's" bank account and hiring
the agency to c6ntact the bank,
identify themselves as the fianc6 and ask to have their balance checked. When the investigative
ugen.y p.rides the requested
information, the FTC goes to coutt, gets an injunction and freezes the agency's assets.
To date, three information brokers have been subject to civil injunctive relief based on the
results of this sting operation.
They are lnformation Search, lnc. of Baltimore, Maryland, Smart Data Systerns of Staten lsland,
New york, and Discreet Data
Systems of Humble, Texas. A contact with FTC staff participating and running the sting operation
resulted in a,,no comment,,
as to the present status of this ongoing sting operation but they did indicate that the Chairman
of the FTC had mentioned this
area in recent speeches he has made and the Commission considered this a priority matter.
Accordingly, additional sting
operations can be expected.
While the FTC has only brought civil injunctive cases to date, it should be pointed out thatthe
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act

makes it a federal crime, punishable by up to five years in prison, to obtain or attempt to obtain private
customer financial
informationthroughfraudulentordeceptivemeans,i.e.,pretexting.
ltalsoprovidesforanincreasedpenaltyforuptotenyears
in prison in "aggravating circumstances". The statute also.makes it a crime to request someone
to obtain customer information
if you know it will be obtained by pretexting. lf anyone wants a copy of the relevant poftions

contact my office.

of the statute, please feelfree to
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would like to take this opportunity to introduce Walter L. Yarnall, the founder and president of Walt Yarnall
& Associates, Inc., located in Cheswick, PA, a suburb of Pittsburgh (Allegheny County).
Walt is a Charter Mernber of PALI and currently holds the positions of Director at Large and Chairman of the
Compliance / Non-License Holder Committee.
In January 2002,Wa1t entered into his 36rt year of law enforcement/ investigative services. Beginning as a
MilitaryPolice patrolman at Ft. Bragg, NC, in 1967 ,heretired frommilitary service in 1985 afterservingthe last l2years
as a Special Agent / Accredited Criminal [rvestigator with the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command (USACIDC).
His last duty station was in the Republic of Panama, but also served tours of duty in Europe, Southeast Asia and multiple
assignments inthe United States.
Upon his military retirement ( at the ripe old age of 37), Walt used his investigative, logistical, and surveillance
expertise to enter the world of private investigations, being hired by a large Harrisburg-based corrpany. He could have
easilyhandled criminal cases withhis years of experience, accumulatedmostlybyworking on the "blood and guts" (violent
crime) teams, but he chose insurance fraud investigations. He confessed, "I needed a break".
After working first as a field investigator, then a senior investigator, he climbed the ladder ofhis 'hew home" and
finallywasawardedhisownregionalofiiceinMonroeville,PA,inlg88. AfterSYryearsworkingforthiscorporation,Walt
departed and develop edWalter L. Yarnall Investigations inApril, 1991, first out ofhis home in Oalonont, PA, thento his
current location at l4ll Pittsburgh Street, Cheswick, PA. As worked increased and he started dabbling in other related
areas, Walt Yarnall & As s o ciates, Inc.,was formed in the latter part of 199 4.
Walt Yarnall & Associates, Inc., currently has a team of highly experienced investigators. Since the meager
beginning on the dining room table, Walt has conducted and overseen thousands of investigations and inquiries involving
Personal lnjuryVerifications, savingthe insurance indushy, feasibly, millions ofdollars.
Walt has borrowed his motto, "We do what has to be done" from his Army days in USACIDC. He boasts that
his company has a solid reputation in the area for timely and thorough investigations at a reasonable rate. "We also take
pride in our dedication to detail; professionalism irE obtaining the evidence required; arrd, otx readerfriendly reports," he
adds.
On the personal side, Walt has been married to his German-bom wife, Margit, for over 34 years. Theyhave three
grown children and four grandchildren, all ofwhom still live a short distance away. Besides the grandchildren, he enjola
hunting, and maintaining a vegetable garden, mostly on his property in Butler County. He also loves to "drown worms"
wherever and whenever he can, in addition to Deep Sea Fishing. He notes that there is a distinct difference in the sports of
Fishingand Catching.
Walt canbe contacted at his office at 1-800-861-1839 orvisithis web site at www.YarnallPl.com.
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More States
New England data to our database. You can search court data in VI,
NL{, N{E, NI{, cr and RI right online. we have also added rJTv data, and
of course
you can use PLUS to search our NJ, Ny pA, DE, N{D, DC, \'A and
NC crata, too.
\)7e haYe added

Advanced Searchirg
With Superior Onltne PLUS, you choose hou, to

,/

search.

'

Super Search: Search br- attornev namc, creditor or debtor, filing date,
amounr, fiLng nurnber and more.

'

Full-Text Search:

'

or phrase.
Basic Search: Designed for the casuar user, our Basic Search is for
cofftrnon search functions by name or company.

Search without structure by entering just a kel,word

More Data
'
'
'
'

Cnmrnal records rn 27 states for authorized users
Real Properfi, data from 48 states
People Frnder PLUS lets vou find who you want ancl need to fincl across
the U.S.l
corporauon and Llcc oneSearch pLUS - enter one flame across a number
of
state Yenues

,/

Fast Results
Superior onlmc PLUS is backed bv a powerful, new search engine that
retu.rs scarch

results in a snapl

Call the Sales Department at Superior Information Services, LLC for more
information at 800.848.0489 or visit www.superiorinfo.com for details or to sign
up.

Superior
INFORMATTON SERWCESo

Tech Notes
The controversy of digital versus Analog Cameras has been a hot topic in many fields, including private investigating
since the introduction of the hrst CCD chip camera. The current trend seems to point that digital will eventually overtake
Analog in every aspect of production and use. But, consumers in today's market need to weigh many facts before choosing
the camera that best fits them.
Basic understanding of the scientific differences will help a consumer in today's market. The science of Analog can best
be described by thinking about waves. Ocean waves, light waves, sound waves, any tlpes of wave, all have infinite variations.
These variations include a repetitive pattern of crests and 1u11s, peaks and valleys. Our eyes take light rvaves and our ears take
sound waves and interpret them as variations from light to dark and the difference befw'een quiet and loud. respectively.

Analog cameras "see" light waves and "hear" sound waves. These cameras then convert the waves' variation into
electrical signals representing a spectrum from light to dark and quiet to ioud. This is a problem because electrical interference
can distorl the sound and light information as it goes through the camera. Di-ertai cameras do not have this problem. The
information in a digital system is written in a binary language. Binary language consists only of a combination of ones and
zeros. There are no variations with ones or zeros as with analog waves. The differences between these two systems create
many functional differences.
For one, the digital camera (at 500 lines of horizontal resolution) is capable ofproducing twice the resolution of a corimon
VHS Analog camera. Horvever, due to its nature, the digital camera has poor picture quality once it is enlarged more than 5" x
7". This is only a problem to a select few percent of the population. To the every day man or woman vu,ho \\'ants ro video record
or photograph Junior's 5'h grade graduation, this u,ill probably not make a difference. The idea of better editing and special
effects that come with digital cameras may not be that important.
The bigger difference for them will probably be in the fact that analog camcorders cost around -10 to 50 percent less than
digital models. Also the digital tapes cost more and are shorter in length. The popularitv amonsst nlost consumers will keep
better and more affordable models coming to the market. Evenfually the problem of "generation Ioss" may even be fixed. This
is when the quality of a picture deteriorates every time someone makes a copy. Todal'. this problem is beginning to be solved,
with the ability to load your analog video into a computer and making a digital tl1e. Ther are becomins so good today that it is
difficult to notice the difference. But, one needs to purchase an additional device to load rour videol these devices are not
expensive. Camcorders probably will not see such a dramatic shift, as sti1l photouraphs u i11
There are a number of reasons for this. One is the time and money that is saved on developinr picnrres. Digital cameras
can be loaded directly into one's computer and saved. Whereas regular cameras need to have the picrures taken to a developer
and developed at considerable cost. This is very important for those who need their pictures ven fast. ,\lso it is very easy to
edit these pictures with digital to increase brightness and"/or color. Increasing brightness is in.rportant t,ecause the acetate film
used in a notmal 35mm camera can capture more light information than a 2-mega-pixel camera.
The controversy befu,een Analog and Digital cameras is long from being solved, as is another srmrlar controvers.v. digital
sound recording versus tape recording. This controversy may be shorter lived than the former, hou,ever. This is due to the
massive movement of sampling technology rvhich is advancing as fast as computer development. Sampling technolosv aliorvs
for a new way of storing sound in a computerized fonnat. \VAV files, as they are called, use all digital sound samplng. This
makes for better sound in digital camcorders.

Although soon there may not be much of a controversy, there are a few problems with digital sound. For one, the sound
quality depends entirely on the tonal qualify of the "synthesizer" sound that one uses to play them. One needs to have good
synthesizers to have good sound. Also, the amount of storage could cause someone a problem. One needs about 16 M of
storage space to hold a normal 3-minute song in CD quality stereo. This could be a problem with someone with limited space.
Most of these things are not problems to the everyday user of photographic and sound equipment, but only to individuals in specific fields. For now this may cause a separation in the customers of the different devices, but the general trend is most

definitely swaying towards digital.
I look forward to to bringing you more on this vital topic anf thank you for the opportunity to present it to you. I welcome
your questions, comments and suggestions. Please feel free to contact me at BOBKRESSON@MSN.COM.
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Skip Gochenour
during his presentation
at the Al Qa'ida Seminar
On behalf of the PALI members, and the seminar attendees, we would
like to thank
Skip Gochenour for a very informative presentation on the AL
Training
Film
eu'ida

Seminar.

The seminar was an eye opener, to most of us, with regards to the \vay
we look at
conducting our business of protecting our Companies and/or Clients Employees
and

Property.
Because of Skip's presentation, knowleclge, and generosity of
his time in Reading ancl
Pittsburgh, we are all more educated in our ability to make decisions
on the ever evolving
nature ofour business.

PALI members, and their associates, are encouraged to make presentations,
speak on
educational or infomlative topics at future seminars, or provide arlicles
for the pALi
New's Bulletin.
Anybody reading this News Bulletin
information to PALI.

is invited to present topical or informative

We can be contacted through our web site www.pali.org/ or by callin g717-576-2253.
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For Detailed Inforrnation rrn the Topics
You Found in the News Bulletin
and More, Log rrntrr
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Calendar of Coming Events
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Business/Board Meeti ngs

October 2OO2
February 2003
June 2003

Seminars
Reading

-

Wednesday, September 25, 2002 (definite)
Monroeville - April 2003
Reading - September 2003
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